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CORPORATION OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF CLARINGTON 
40 TEMPERANCE STREET, BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO L1C 3A6 T(905)623-3379 F (905)623-3330 

Via Website Posting and Email 

November 22, 2022 

Attention: All Bidders 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Re: CL2022-32 Newcastle Memorial Arena Refurbishment 

Addendum Number 2 

Proponents are hereby advised of Addendum Number 2 to the above noted Tender. 

Question and Answer 
1. Question: 

Drawing S205 shows no Glass in front of Penalty Box. Typically (safety reasons) there is. 
Please comment. 
Answer: 
The penalty boxes should be complete with glass enclosure. 

2. Question: 
Specifications say 5/8's Tempered Glass on ends of Rink. Drawings S501 & S502 shows 
Acrylic. Please confirm what Shielding is on Ends. 
Answer: 
The glass shall be tempered at the ends. 

3. Question: 
S205 shows no raised Floors in Boxes. Specs say there is. Please confirm. 
Answer: 
There is not a raised floor in the boxes. 

4. Question: 
Specs say Ad panels per Drawings. No Ad panels shown. Please comment. 
Answer: 
There are no ad panels. 

5. Question: 
We’d also like to ask that Northwest Rubber ProXL be accepted as an equal to Mondo’s 
Ramflex. 
Answer: 
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The proposed alternative is acceptable. 
6. Question: 

Will you accept Sound Barriers PFA-01 Prefabricated Aluminum Dasher Board System 
as approved equivalent to the specified product for section 13 18 00. 
Answer: 
The alternative is acceptable. 

7. Question: 
Will you accept ASI Global Partitions Phenolic Black Core Partitions as equivalent to the 
specified Bobrick product for section 10 21 13. 
Answer: 
The alternative is acceptable. 

8. Question: 
On behalf of NWR we would like to submit Pro-XL 10mm vulcanized tiles for 
consideration as an approved alternate for Section 09 65 66.13 Resilient Athletic 
Flooring. 
Answer: 
The proposed alternative is acceptable. 

9. Question: 
Please consider MaxFlor+ as an acceptable alternate within Section 09 65 66.13 
(Resilient Athletic Flooring). 
Answer: 
The proposed alternative is acceptable. 

10. Question: 
Please see below and attached request to add as an approved alternate for the auto door 
operators. Hello please as a RFI to include the RHINO ADO 7000 Equal to the Stanley 
Magic Swing. 
Answer: 
The proposed alternative is acceptable. 

11. Question: 
Below is a request for equivalent for section 09 65 66.13 Resilient Athletic Flooring. 
Section 09 65 66- OSST SPORT ComPact-Fleck HD. 10mm thickness available, meets 
short hardness requirements. 
Answer: 
The proposed alternative is acceptable. 
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12. Question: 
Our mechanical trade requires mechanical drawings for the rink piping which shows the 
mechanical layout for the new arena piping. Is the Arena piping a separate contract? 
Answer: 
The intent of the mechanical rink piping is shown on plan, all new mechanical equipment 
in the refrigeration room and supporting piping should be designed based on the 
specifications by the refrigeration sub-trade. 

13. Question: 
Who is the BAS contractor for this project. 
Answer: 
Arcana Engineering Services Inc located at 560 Fralicks Beach Road, Port Perry, ON 
L9L 1B6. 

14. Question: 
Please advise if there is consideration to replace the scoreboard. 
Answer: 
The scoreboard is not scheduled for replacement and is not part of this tender. 

15. Question: 
Section 13 18 00 Part 2.4.6 notes that 3/8” white polyethylene backer panel to be 
installed where indicated on the drawings. Dwg A205 refers to Dwg S205 for Rink Details 
and there is no note regarding extents of backer panel. Please advise locations to receive 
backer panel. 
Answer: 
All locations around the rink shall receive backer panel. 

16. Question: 
Section 13 18 00 Part 3.3.11 notes to “install advertising panels where indicated on 
reviewed shop drawings”. Please advise quantity of ad panels to be accounted for. 
Answer: 
Ad panels are not required for this tender. 

17. Question: 
Further to the ad panels, please advise if the panels are a simple .118 clear polycarb to 
be installed on top of the new ½” white facing or if the ad panels must be a flush finish 
panel with 3/8” white poly, .040 white ABS and .118 clear polycarb to be a nominal flush 
finish ad panel. 
Answer: 
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Refer to response to question 16. 
18. Question: 

Dwg S205 notes that the glass around the timer box is to be “seamless”. Due to the small 
area and gates in both side walls, there is a significant number of required end supports 
(all terminations at gates and walls and the 90° corners). The only part of the timer box 
that would benefit from being seamless is the front which would save one single support. 
Please confirm that seamless is not required in this area. 
Answer: 
Seamless is not required. 

19. Question: 
Regarding door tag D112C, the door schedule states "relocated exit door", but does not 
say if the frame will be relocated. Also on the demolition drawings it looks like all doors 
are noted as remove and dispose. What is to be quoted for in regards to D112C? Will the 
frame for D112C be a new frame. 
Answer: 
Both the frame and door will be new to match existing.  See updated sketches 
(addendum 1 attachment) outlining the updated door and hardware requirements. 

20. Question: 
D102 shows no requirement for an ADO on the door schedule but the floor plan and 
electrical power systems drawing shows an ADO at this door. Please confirm if ADO is 
required. 
Answer: 
This door shall be replaced with new and shall have accessible features. See updated 
sketches (addendum 1 attachment) outlining the updated door and hardware 
requirements. 

21. Question: 
D112 shows a requirement for an ADO on the door schedule but the floor plan and 
electrical power systems drawing does NOT show an ADO at this door. Please confirm if 
ADO is required. 
Answer: 
This door requires a power operator and actuators, the drawings have been updated 
(addendum 1 attachment) to clarify the intent and power shall be provided to the door. 

22. Question: 
Please confirm the universal washroom package and emergency call specifications for 
D111. Are we to provide the Camden CM-75356VR Column Switches as show in 08 71 
13 at this door as well? 
Answer: 
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The universal washroom shall be complete with the Camden CX-WEC Series emergency 
call system kit and Camden CX-WC11ASM-PS Surface Mount Operator and 
Annunciation System or approved equal. Power to systems shall be provided including 
low voltage wiring. 

23. Question: 
In the documents it states work is to begin as soon as possible. In regards to the addition 
is the intent to complete the foundation work over the winter or wait till spring? This could 
really change pricing if we need to allow for winter conditions and winter heat. 
Answer: 
The foundation construction will not commence until the on-site start date of April 1st, 
2023. 

24. Question: 
At the site visit it was very clear we need to meet the completion date. With the industry 
still struggling with lead times, would deposits be accepted to ensure deliveries of 
materials/equipment? 
Answer: 
Deposits and shop drawing review can start immediately for this project to mee the 
deadlines. 

25. Question: 
Drawing A201 Note 13 states that the existing dasherboards are to be removed and 
disposed of, However, Spec Section 02 41 19.13 states that the existing dasherboards 
and glass are to be salvaged and handed over to the Owner. Please confirm which is 
correct? 
Answer: 
Dasherboard shall be removed and disposed, they will not be salvaged. 

26. Question: 
Detail 3/A301 calls for new snow guard to match existing. Would it be possible to get the 
manufacturer name and model #? 
Answer: 
For pricing purposes assume the snow guard shall be S-5 DualGard system or approved 
equal.. 

27. Question: 
Details 3 and 4/S503 call for embedment anchor plates / bolts for the pre-eng steel truss 
bearing points. Are these necessary if the truss supplier has their own connection detail? 
Answer: 
The details are intended to show positive connection from the trusses to the bearing walls 
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in accordance with the requirement of the Ontario Building Code.  The details for 
connection should be by the truss designer / supplier, however, need to be engineered to 
transfer the loading as outlined in the Ontario Building Code. 

28. Question: 
In regard Structural Detail 3/S503 shows wood backing for brick ties whereas 
Architectural Detail 2/A502 shows 13mm ext. gyp. sheathing at the face of trusses. Which 
detail governs? 
Answer: 
The brick veneer will be un-support above the top of the concrete masonry block bearing 
wall.  The architectural drawings show sheathing, however, blocking will be required 
behind the sheathing to support the brick ties as indicated on the structural drawings. 

29. Question: 
The breakdown in the Drawing A205 calls for two areas of terrazzo repair to match 
existing adjacent to Doors 111and 115. Existing Lobby flooring in the affected areas is 
rubber flooring. If these areas are ultimately covered with rubber flooring, could a 
concrete floor patching product be used in lieu of a terrazzo repair? A terrazzo repair will 
be quite expensive relative to a concrete patch. Please advise. 
Answer: 
The reference to terrazzo on A205 is a mistake, the floor below consists of concrete slab-
on-grade and shall be repaired with a concrete slab-on-grade. 

30. Question: 
In regards the written mechanical specification is pretty generic, and the drawings have 
named products from one manufacturer. Don’t know if the specified products are 
“standard of acceptance” or if these products are sole spec’d and that is what we must 
carry. If you could give me some clarity or ask the consultant what there intent is it would 
be appreciated. 
Answer: 
The mechanical specifications outline the units that were utilized for the basis of the 
designs.  The units are not sole sourced but identify a minimum performance for the 
basis of the project.  Alternatives to the specified mechanical systems will be reviewed 
and considered but must meet or exceed the performance of the specified units. 

31. Question: 
With respect to the new steel siding to be installed, Wall Type W2 designation has limited 
information and the elevations note “Prefinished vertical metal siding to match existing 
adjacent metal siding”. Could we get a specification for the existing product including 
profile style, colour, and gauge? 
Answer: 
Assume Vicwest Diamond Rib or approved equal, gauge shall be engineered for spans 
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and loading, the color shall be a custom color to match the existing metal siding. 
32. Question: 

Please advise back if there are specific bonding forms to use. 
Answer: 
Refer to Section 1.6 for Performance, Labour & Material Bond requirements.  Refer to 
Section 1.5 for Bid Deposit / Bid Bond requirements. 

Questions that have not been included in this addendum will be issued as part of the 
next addendum. 

All submissions must be in accordance with this addendum and the addendum is to be 
signed in the space provided and returned as part of your submission. 

If you require this information in an alternative format, please contact the Accessibility 
Coordinator at 905-623-3379 ext. 2131. 

Yours truly, 

 
Toni Anderson 
Buyer 
Purchasing Services 

I/we hereby acknowledge receipt of this addendum. 

        
Signed (Must be Signing Officer of Firm) 

        
Position 

        
Name of Firm 
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